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Photographer: RUTH LOPEZ
Country: USA
f/ 3.5 1/ 30sec ISO1600 | 18mm

This month's challenge of removing distractions is so
relevant given what's happening now. I focus on hope and
the positive changes that are coming about. Along those
lines, my first entry is from a special period in my life just
after I left my corporate job seven years ago, with no plans
except to spend some time doing the things I loved volunteering being one and figure the rest out later. While
volunteering in Chiang Mai, Thailand, I was surprised to learn
the volunteer team had been invited to a ceremony for a
world famous festival, Yi Peng, at the Mae Jo University.
There may have been up to 10,000 people from around the
world in that space, and I was in awe of how everyone
moved so peacefully about. We wrote wishes of peace, hope,
and love for the world on our lanterns and released them
into the sky. At one point I noticed the full moon had crept
out from behind the clouds, and snapped this shot.

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
WELCOME TO ISSUE 26 OF
PHOTO BOOTCAMP MAGAZINE!
We are storytellers. Our photography is used to convey
stories. Stories of time and place, stories of what we see
in the world around us. In order for our stories to be
clear we want to make sure they do not have elements
in them that take away from the plot, that pull our
attention away from our subject and what it is we're
telling the story about.
Focusing on removing distracting elements from our
images is the topic of this issue. We'll learn ways to do
that both as we're shooting and also in post- processing.

Brent Mail

BootCamp members share their images with us to show
how they removed distracting elements from their
images. Take a look at the images they've shared.
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REM OV ING DISTRA CTING EL EM ENTS

"Open the aperture of awareness so
that the light shines through and
distractions are defocused.
~ Khang Kijarro Nguyen

REM OV ING DISTRA CTING EL EM ENTS

Why it's important to remove distracting elements from your images
When creating an image, we are telling a story. In order to tell that story in a clear, non- confusing way we
want to eliminate anything that is extra. Anything that doesn?t contribute to our story should be removed
so our story and our image are clean and the main character, the main focal point is right where our viewer
goes.
How to determine if an element in a photo is distracting
Where does your eye go first when you look at the image? Is it to your main character? Is there something
else in the frame that catches your attention first? If something in your frame catches your eye before you
look at the main subject, it?s a distraction. If there are elements of your image that take away from or do not
contribute to the story you?re trying to tell, they are distractions.
How to remove distracting elements from your photos while you are photographing
Choosing a shallow depth of field helps remove or blur out the background elements that might be
distracting. If you?re using a zoom lens, change the focal length to eliminate anything that may be
distracting, zoom in or out until you find the composition that works best. Use your feet and body to move
around and see how that affects the background of your subject. Shoot from the position that best removes
any distracting elements from your shot. The more aware you are of these things while you are creating the
images, the less time you'll have to spend in post- processing.

REM OV ING DISTRA CTING EL EM ENTS

Removing distracting elements using Adobe Lightroom
In Adobe Lightroom, once in the develop module you can use the spot removal tool and either clone or heal
the area selected. Experiment with the size of your brush, feathering and opacity to see what works the
best. You can use cropping to remove elements that are near edges in order to remove them (in any
post- processing software.)
Removing distracting elements from your photos using Adobe Photoshop
There are several ways to use Photoshop to clean up your images. One way is to use the Marquee tool to
select the area that contains the distraction. Then use content- aware fill and Photoshop AI automatically
chooses how to replace that area to match colors and shapes in your image. Another option in Photoshop is
to use the Clone tool to grab information from another part of the image and clone it into the area where
the distracting element is. You'll most likely have to tweak the results a bit.
Two more options in Photoshop are the Spot healing brush and the Patch tool. With the Spot healing brush
you just paint over the area you want to remove and Photoshop automatically fills in that area with what it
thinks are the best replacement pixels. Again, you'll likely have to tweak it a bit to get it to look the best.
Using the Patch tool is just one more way to help us remove items we don't want. Taking the Patch tool,
draw around the area you want to fix, drag that selection to another, similar area in your image and it
basically copies that into your selection.

MEMBERS'
IMAGES

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
It is so hard to believe that you went from
that original image to this. Well done,
Anthony. Thank you for also explaining
the process. I think I would have deleted
the first image and not even tried to work
on it. Fantastic work, detail and colours.
You must have been at this for hours! :)

BEFORE

Photographer: ANTHONY CADDEN
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 7.1 4sec ISO100 | 17mm

I tried a nighttime light shot when at a
meeting. The shot was taken at blue hour (or
bit after), on a tripod with a timer to eliminate
shake. I realized after doing this current
challenge that the 3 poles break up the
leading line of the path. I had cropped out messy when trying to remove, removed signs
and isolated window lights, flagpoles. Other
editing was in Lightroom to brighten image,
radial filters and graduated filters.

AFTER

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA
f/ 2 1/ 2sec | 3.8mm

BEFORE

Okay, this is an image from last year taken
out in California. I believe it is near Point
Reyes, CA. My sister and I had wanted to see
the lighthouse, unfortunately the road was
closed. But we had an enjoyable time at the
visitor center, the beach was full of immature
seals. We hiked up the rise and I took this
image with my phone. The original was not
edited much, just cropped a bit. I took the
people out of the image, adjusted shadows a
bit, took out a couple distracting elements on
the rise. So the first one is the completely
edited one.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Nice clean edits, Sara. It is a beautiful
view, and I love the wispy clouds. Well
done.

AFTER

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
f/ 9 8sec ISO100

An image taken a few years ago at a
workshop. There are 2 flashes, one is in the
image and the other one is to the image left,
just out of the image. It is a long exposure
and the flash was used twice during the
exposure, so it doubled the model.

BEFORE

Feedback: NICK ELLIS
Country: AUSTRALIA

AFTER

Interesting, I wondered whether it was a
double exposure. I really like the final result great edit. Great subject matter and I really
like the way the "two" fire dancers are
looking at each other! Magic!

Photographer: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 5.6 1/ 200sec ISO2500 | 100mm

While the red flower of the grevillia is the one most
frequently photographed (and I have posted a few
myself in various BootCamp challenges) I find the
intricacies, detail and shapes of the flower while it is
still green just as interesting and worthy of a photo.
However, the green flower against the often close
behind and nearby green leaves of the plant don't often
provide a lot of contrast for the green flower to stand
out, even with the aperture fairly open and the
background blurred.

BEFORE
AFTER
Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Wow Rodney, this is what I'm talking about by simply changing your position you've totally
changed your image by changing the
background. And I think it helps that the
background is a monochrome greyish colour
which makes the grevillia stand out even
more. This is such a great example of
removing distracting elements. Well done.

Photographer: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
1/ 5sec ISO400 | 70mm

Sticking with nature. I really wanted to share this with
you all. Last night taking the dogs out, a frog was
posted right on my orchid! I am terrified of frogs, even
more so than iguanas! This fellow looked comfortable
in his hammock. I really went to town on this image;
adjusted in LR, then in PS The background really
annoyed me; so tried to replace it. I also felt it was
more impactful as a portrait rather than landscape.

BEFORE

Feedback: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
Sheree, I may be the outlier here, but I really do
like what you have done to create this image.
The portrait crop eliminates all but the little
frog happily ensconced in a beautiful cloak of
white glory ... it is pure elegance!

AFTER

Photographer: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
f/ 9 1/ 400sec ISO200 | 25mm

BEFORE

Walking along the harbour front this monument to
the sailing fraternity caught my eye. I am posting
three shots. I chose this image because it gave me
the opportunity to mix up Lightroom and
Photoshop. I have a lot to learn in this regard,
patience being one of them. I do not use either of
these platforms to manage or store photos.
Photos are kept on an external hard drive and I
copy into both platforms hence I am never working
on the original. Just as well as these layers in
Photoshop have me driven distracted.

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Great editing, Denis. This challenge is great
as many times I just review all the photos
and only work on those I think are really
good, but this has all the components of a
great shot, which you took advantage of
and made it great! Well done.

AFTER

Photographer: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
An animal portrait of Little Max, one of my 3
grandchildren who have four legs and a tail!
LOL, :) I was inspired to try this after seeing
Amber's video with Brent. I accomplished
this a little differently but it worked! Still a
lot to learn as it looks like I shaved a few
whiskers off his face, and the edge between
the background and Max's body is too
sharp. I didn't know how to soften it or
feather it, but overall I think it's a good
start.. :)

BEFORE

AFTER
Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
This version eliminates all the distracting
upholstery with its busy patterns. I like the
brightened color of Max's coat (I have a
granddog named Max also) and the way his
eyes are even more POI. Lovely work.

Photographer: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA

BEFORE

f/ 7.1 1/ 160sec ISO500 | 100mm

I decided to use a portrait, to get practice at
repairing different types of photographs. I had
the original from years ago, so decided to try
to improve on the shot that had sat, ignored,
in my files. Lots of learning occurred to get to
the black and white version. I had watched a
podcast on the use of Luminar 4, so tried
using it. I had only used Luminar 4 a couple of
times prior to this attempt, due to my efforts
in learning Photoshop. I liked what I could
achieve with the program, but I still had that
darned background to contend with ! Paying
more attention to the background is so truly
burned into my photographic intentions now!
My original intention was to practice
compositing with Photoshop. Although I have
been able to achieve compositing with practice
files, I had no luck. So in the end, I just brushed
the darn background out.

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
Beautiful photograph, shows such emotion.
You have done a really nice job using just a
brush. By creating the black and white version
you have kept all the attention on the story
and the subject. Well done.

AFTER

Photographer: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 8 1/ 160sec ISO100 | 18mm

BEFORE

Feedback: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
Kerrie, you have now provided more heat in
the photo, and I can imagine it being as hot
and humid as you found it. The cleaning up
and removing of some elements of the photo
has certainly put the emphasis onto Brian's
hut. Great work!

Image taken while I was blessed to live and volunteer in an
aboriginal community in northern west Australia for over a
year. Brian takes tourists to show them how his people catch
local seafood, collect bush tucker, and speak about caring for
the country. I love my original image, though straight out of
camera (raw) did not portray the immense heat. It was 39C and
only got down to 28C overnight...this was just before the "wet
season" so humidity was unbearable. I warmed up my edited
image, and removed what I felt was distracting..footprints,
rocks, and trees on the dunes. My aim was to make the hut the
POI.

AFTER

Photographer: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
f/ 9.0 1/ 640sec ISO100 | 262mm

BEFORE

?Cutter 752?cruising San Francisco Bay, was shot
a couple of days ago from the balcony on the
back of our house. The final image was cropped
from the original shot in LR, then edited in PS to
eliminate the obvious distractions using the spot
removal brush, then the clone stamp tool to
repair the various water patterns. The Port of
Oakland with its enormous cranes unloading a
container ship is in the background. I?m very lucky
to have a view of the bay and the city skyline
while sheltering in place!

AFTER

Feedback: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Well done Richard! A terrific photo and great
editing. I think this is an awesome challenge
seeing how we can rescue/ improve our images.

Photographer: RACHEL GILMOUR
Country: AUSTRALIA

BEFORE

f/ 8 1/ 200sec ISO800 | 51mm

I had to dig into my archives. This was taken in NZ
a few years ago. Can't remember the town. Won't
go into detail as to all the things I removed other
than I cleaned it up a lot. I call this "The light at the
end of the corona- virus tunnel." It just seemed to
want this treatment. I shot this with my first
DSLR, using AUTO mode, and an 18- 250mm lens.

Feedback: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES

AFTER

Hi Rachel. Nice conversion to BW and very clever
to keep the color only at the end of the tunnel.
Very symbolic. Well done.

BEFORE

AFTER

Photographer: AMBER PALLAS- BRUNT
Country: USA
f/ 3.5 1/ 250sec ISO100 | 55mm

Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Amber, your B&W conversion is outstanding.
My first reaction was WOW! Our eyes are
drawn to the ever- so- sharp eyes of the
mountain goat, and the texture of the coat
has been made so much more appealing. A
superb edit.

One of my favorite editing processes in turning my
animal images into animal portraits. It's more the
extreme side of removing distractions. It allows the
viewer to appreciate the animal without all the
noise. I took this image a couple of years ago in
Banff, Canada. I made my husband stop abruptly so
I could rush out of the car to capture images of a
small herd of mountain goats. My process is to turn
the image into B&W in LR. I then edit it in PS where I
replace most of the background with the solid black.
I then go around the entire image and paint in black
where it needs it and erase where it shouldn't be.

Photographer: BRENDA POTTS
Country: USA
Nikon D200
f/ 5.6 1/ 320sec ISO100 | 170mm

A pair of guanacos, taken while on a trip to
Chile for work a few years ago. Technically, it
may not be the best, but these guys always
make me smile. I've darkened some of the
background distractions, removed their ear
tags, and converted to B/ W.

BEFORE
AFTER
Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
Hi Brenda. Two lovely shots or be it one been
the edited version. I am torn between BW and
colour in this case. Both work well for me. That
said I think the Head/ eyes in Both versions
could be brightened up a bit. I also wonder
what it would look like as a head and shoulder
shot or in this case Head and Neck
perspective. Nice work. Well done.

Photographer: DAVE KOH
Country: SINGAPORE
Nikon D500
f/ 7.1 1/ 200sec ISO160 | 320mm

Image of a kestrel taken on Christmas Island
sometime back. It was taken from a cliff down
about 10m from where I stood. I am only using
the Adobe Bridge for this editing to remove the
distraction of the branch above its head. I
remove it by cloning and later healing it and
adjust the highlight and shadow and later crop
it to rule of third.

BEFORE

Feedback: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
Hi Dave, the bird really looked a lot better
without that branch on its head and is doing a
great balancing act on the tip of that branch.
The beautiful background blur really makes the
bird stand out. Well done my friend and I hope
you are safe there in Singapore.

AFTER

Photographer: KERI DOWN
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 5.6 1/ 2000sec | 250mm

The original shot. Hand held looking up. Then the
edited shot. I wanted the birds better featured in
the shot so I have cropped out all the leaf
distraction.

BEFORE

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA

AFTER

Lovely photo of the birds. Lifting the shadows or
increasing the exposure on the bird in flight might
give it more dominance in the scene. Well done!

Photographer: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA

BEFORE

This challenge has been perfect for this crazy
time we are currently living through. Up until
now I have only used Lightroom....and I am
still new to that so with this challenge I have
been watching heaps of tutorials to get my
head around Photoshop. My first image was
taken on my iPhone 10 the last time I was
able to go down south to visit my family, (one
of the rare days I didn't have my camera! ! ! )
so this image of my 5 year old grandson is
very special to me. In this image my budding
little surfer is being instructed by his Dad on
how to catch waves. I cropped the edges and
used the spot removal tool to remove
distractions.

AFTER
Feedback: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
Hi, Laima. I like how you removed the
distractions around the perimeter, but I would
have left the swimmers in the ocean. My eye
goes to your son pointing out to sea to show
something to your grandson. In your final edit
above, they are looking only at the vastness of
the ocean.

Photographer: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: SOUTH AFRICA
f/ 9.0 1/ 350sec ISO320 | 55mm

BEFORE

An image from last year. A landscape image
of penguins in the foreground, seals in the
middle back and a long defunct (thankfully)
whaling station in the far background set
against a peak was marred by a person
dressed in bright red in the far distance
taking their own photos. As I edited in PS at
the time and cannot find the image at all in
my PS records, I am doing this from
memory. I used the clone stamp a lot as the
person spread vertically across multiple
different layers of the background and I
needed to duplicate these layers
horizontally while removing him.

Feedback: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Laura I am not being very original here as I
too would crop out the hill in the background
and erase the penguin on the left. I think this
is an awesome shot. I love the old whaling
station in the background and the lovely
penguins....so much to play with.

AFTER

Photographer: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
Sony RX100m6
f/ 8 1/ 4000sec ISO1600 | 4mm

This was supposedly my third submission in bug's eye
view challenge but didn't have time to post it. I took this
photo of Ruellia simplex or Mexican petunia hurriedly
that the frame included plenty of branches from other
plants. Cropping it would shorten the branch so much
that I opted to use another app to remove the
distractions. I wanted to use Photoshop but decided to
use a simpler app in my iPad called Retouch.

AFTER
BEFORE
Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Romy, it is great to see that you are able to be back
participating in Bootcamp. In regards to your shot, you
have ended up with a capture that appears to be taken
without distractions. So, a wonderful job at editing out
distractions. I love the translucency of the purple
flowers and the negative space around them. By doing
so you have managed to draw the viewer's eye right to
your subject.

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T UR E D PETER BRODY
I M A G E U SA

Photographer: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
f/ 5.6 1/ 320sec ISO100 | 6mm

I was walking on a beach in York,
Maine and came across all the rock
statues. There were so many. It
was so peaceful. You could feel
their energy. I especially liked the
one in the middle. It resembled a
dog, sitting at attention, looking out
to sea. I cropped out the two other
statues, putting the dog's head
along the rule of thirds line.

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:
EREZ SHILAT | ISRAEL
Brent: What sparked your original interest in
photography? How did you get started?
Peter: My first "exposure" to photography was when my
Aunt Gert bought me a Kodak Instamatic camera for my
Bar Mitzvah. I was thirteen years old and took it with me
everywhere. Years later, I bought a Canon FTB while in
college at Ohio State. I attended a darkroom class for a
semester and became forever hooked on taking
photographs.
Brent: What inspires and motivates you to continue
taking pictures?
Peter: I have been a veterinarian for 42 years and love
going to work each day to help keep our furry friends
healthy. No two days are the same. This leads me to
becoming a board member and volunteer for Creature
Comfort Pet Therapy with my dog, Kevin. Lastly, my wife
and I are passionate about traveling all over the world,
experiencing many diverse cultures. We have an
understanding - she gets to shop and support the local
economy, and I get to wander around taking as many
photographs as I can.
Brent: The sky?s the limit, no constraints...What are your
grand photography dreams?
Peter: Our next adventure was to go to Iceland,
Stockholm, and Copenhagen in July. I have been wanting
to go to Iceland to experience its beauty for a long time.
We'll get there someday.

F E A T UR E D PETER BRODY
A R T I S T U SA

Peter's favorite inspirational quote:

?Love what you do and do what
you love.?- Ray Br adbur y

F E A T UR E D PETER BRODY
A R T I S T U SA
Brent: How do you educate yourself to
improve your photography skills?
Peter: To improve my skills, I have watched
videos from David du Chemin, Mitchell
Kanashkevich, and Adam Williams. Their key
message is that a photograph should tell a
story, keep the subject simple, and have a
strong point of interest to draw your viewer
in.
Brent: What is the most challenging photo
you?ve ever taken and how did you overcome
those challenges?
Peter: The most challenging photograph that
I ever took was when we were in India at a
local restaurant that was providing food for
the needy. Taking street photography of
people was intimidating to me. You have to
be aware of the local cultures and be
respectful to the people you are
photographing. The sight of the man reaching
out for a piece of bread was so powerful that
it cried out to be documented. David du
Chemin
calls
this
"humanitarian
photography".

F E A T UR E D PETER BRODY
A R T I S T U SA
Brent: Tell us about the image (the
featured image): What was the inspiration
behind it? What was your process to get it?
How did you do the post processing?
Peter: The featured photograph was taken
on a beach in York, Maine. While walking
on the beach, I was mesmerized by all of
the rock sculpture creations. It reminded
me of the stone sculptures I had seen in
Canada. Up there, they are called Inukshuk
by the Inuit natives. As an interesting side
- note, a cairn, from Scottish Gaelic, is a
man- made pile of rocks. My selected rock
pile resembled a dog. To have less
distractions, I cropped out the two
adjacent sculptures, sharpened the
texture, and worked on the sky around the
dog in Lightroom.
Brent: What advice would you give to
someone
just
starting
on
their
photography adventure?
Peter: My advice to someone starting out
on their adventure in photography would
be to be passionate about what you like to
photograph and don't be afraid to try new
things. Do your very best and smile at
whatever you have created when you are
done.

MEMBERS'
IMAGES

Photographer: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA

BEFORE

f/ 3.5 1/ 400sec ISO320 | 200mm

I have been working on a couple of images in
an effort to learn Photoshop but so far not
overly happy with my skills or should I say
lack of skills. A few days ago these wild
turkeys came through my yard. I was trying
to capture Tom Turkey by himself however
that did not work out so well. I have cropped
the photo to try and eliminate some of the
other turkeys in the shot however I didn't
want to get in too tight. I removed the
remaining portions using the spot healing
tool, clone option, in Lightroom.

AFTER

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
Looks like you accomplished what you set
out to do! Don't be discouraged, the more
you apply a certain tool the faster it will
become. I love wild turkeys, we have many
in our neck of the woods. The image is sharp
at full screen (+), and the colors of the
plumage are amazing. :)

Photographer: AMY WHITT
Country: USA
Canon T3
f/ 4.5 1/ 80sec ISO2500 | 50mm

My cats are the perfect subjects to
photograph. In the first photo you see the
cat laying on the window ledge looking away
with the curtain in the way. I used the big
camera this time . Edited version is in the
comments.

BEFORE
AFTER

Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Great job in noticing the distracting
background by a positional change. Well
seen. Such a better angle!

Photographer: ANDREW ROBINSON
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: BRENDA POTTS
Country: USA

f/ 11 1/ 2sec ISO100 | 70mm

Great job editing out the rock, Andrew. I do
miss a bit of the rusty colored water at
the bottom... maybe you could try adding
just a touch of that back in, without
making it so warm that it becomes a
distraction. Lovely image!

This shot was taken at Somersby Falls on
the Central Coast of NSW. I originally
framed the shot with a large rock in the
foreground but once I had processed the
shot I felt the rock was a distraction. I
removed the rock in the 2nd shot in
Photoshop and reframed.

BEFORE

AFTER

Photographer: BRUCE PATTERSON
Country: USA
f/ 10 1/ 250sec ISO400 | 105mm

A yellow orchid growing on my neighbor's tree.
Used a larger f/ 10 for the increased depth of
field.

BEFORE

Feedback: PAUL LOMBARD
Country: USA
Bruce, great job of providing small distraction
removal without changing the original look and
feel of the scene.

AFTER

Photographer: DERRYL FRIESEN
Country: THAILAND
f/ 7.1 1/ 1000sec ISO1600 | 390mm

It is spring! God's creation is waking up and the
beavers are hungry! I had the pleasure of being in
this fellow's company for a half hour as he swam
down the creek, occasionally surfacing onto the
shore to feed. So much brush made it impossible to
get a clear shot but I had to snap away anyway as he
reached up to break off a branch with his orange,
chisel sharp teeth. This is the only shot with his
mouth wide open. I took up the challenge to "clean
him up" and I am really happy with the result!

BEFORE
AFTER

Feedback: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Derryl - What a beautiful capture and such a busy
little beaver! I love the composition and the lovely
soft background it really helps make the beaver pop.
Well done.

Photographer: EUGENE BRANNAN
Country: USA
iPad Pro
f/ 1.8 1/ 75sec ISO64 | 3mm

Such unique times! My April plans were to be in South
Africa on safari, but instead I am now working from
home. The shots that I have submitted for the
Removing Distractions challenge take us back to last
fall when the leaves were blanketing the ground. I
liked the texture of the mounding leaves, so I grabbed
a quick shot or two one afternoon. As I was post
processing the image, I liked what I had captured, but
the constant texture across the image left it flat and
nothing stood out. While I did not totally remove the
background or the leaves under the large top leaf, In
"Lightroom", I used the masking brush to mask all of
the areas from the edges of the top leaf out to the
edge of the image. I then softened the masked area,
lowering the "Texture", "Clarity" & "Sharpness" sliders
all the way to their minimum. I also decreased the
"Saturation" as well as lowered the "Contrast" to help
set apart the leaves below, making them softer and
creating the effect that the top leaf was actually above
them, almost floating above the others. For me it
accomplished what I wanted to remove the distraction
while creating an interesting background for the
image.

Feedback: AMBER PALLAS- BRUNT
Country: USA
Agreed...very clever editing. I love what you did for her
to make this one leaf stand out. I also like how it
wasn't so much about the removal of something but
the softening of the backups to let the lead performer
stand out.

BEFORE
AFTER

Photographer: KAREN PADILLA
Country: USA

BEFORE

Because I can't go outside right now because of our
ever changing weather patterns and the pandemic
restrictions, I, too, went back to some photos in the
not too distant past. This photo was from
Zimbabwe last May for the Bootcamp Safari. The
elephants came to the water source several times a
day and occasionally alone or with friends. The
water source is very muddy and with elephants
stomping around in it all day, there are a lot of other
things that keep popping up out of the water. Since I
hadn't used LRC for some time, this was a practice
photo. I didn't want to remove the branch by back
legs because it is part of the scene.

AFTER

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
Hi Karen. This is the shot I like. Your PP has greatly
enhanced the shot. The Impala in the background
makes the scene complete. Nice work. Well done. I
wish your husband well in the future as I do
yourself.

Photographer: KATHLEEN FEELEY
Country: USA
f/ 4 1/ 200sec ISO100 | 70mm

Chose this not submitted pic of my dog's ball in
the pool from the Complimentary Colors
Challenge in order to practice my Adobe editing.
HaHa: what took Brent & Johnny a few minutes,
took me about 3 hours! Tried the clone stamp
tool on the bottom of the pool cement stain
without much luck.

BEFORE
AFTER

Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
This is a great finished image- - you can see the little
droplets of water on the ball and it looks more focused.
Nice!

Photographer: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Canon PowerShot S95
f/ 2.0 1/ 60sec ISO250 | 6mm

It's been raining a lot here at the Jersey Shore- - not
very helpful at keeping our spirits up during the social
distancing and shelter in place requirements. Still, I
was happy to see that the tulips in my garden are
sprouting and the rabbits haven't gotten at them yet.
I removed some distracting green stuff by cropping,
rotating a bit and then using Lightroom presents to
give a filtered look and the color green I wanted.

AFTER
BEFORE

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
Nice crisp shot. Love the water droplets! Removing
the distractions has definitely created a stronger POI.

Photographer: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Nikon D53
f/ 11 1/ 500sec ISO200 | 129mm

As my last post, here is a funny overhang (roof?
portico?) I noticed in Portugal a couple years ago. I
have no idea why it had been created but it did amuse
our group as we toured that town. The white wall had
blemishes and shadows I removed with Photoshop
after making some basic adjustments in Lightroom.
And, I still have a folder of photos from the past that I
want to post- process now that I know more. Back in
the day, I obviously took snapshots with my Nikon or
iPhone, and only a few were accidentally
well- composed. I've learned so much from Boot Camp
since then! Thanks to all of you.

BEFORE

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA

AFTER

Good job cleaning this image up, Leila. Someday we
will be able to laugh about this because it will feel
so... Easy Peasy! Lol, :) I too have countless past
photos, none of which are well composed. I'm so
appreciative for what I've learned and look forward to
every challenge. So glad I landed here at BootCamp!

BEFORE

Photographer: LORI TOLEN
Country: USA
I am brand new to Boot Camp. Just started this week. I
had to use an older picture because of the short time
frame, but I removed some of the distraction on the
right just by cropping it, to minimize some of the
background distraction. Would certainly love to hear
any thoughts on these.

AFTER

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
Hi Lori. A big welcome to our group. I find it a
great platform to learn in a friendly constructive
way. Very nice first image and your PP work has
improved it greatly. The details of the butterfly
are well shown if a little soft. Other than that
great work and I look forward to seeing more of
your images over the coming months. Well done.

Photographer: NICK ELLIS
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 5.6 1/ 640sec ISO800 | 400mm

Some of you have seen this pic before now.
When I first posted it in this camp, back
whenever, it was suggested that I do
something with the top left hand corner.
Thanks Rerro. So I cropped a tad and used the
clone tool to add grass to fill out to the image.

BEFORE
AFTER

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMEN ISLANDS
Well done on this, Nick! I never would have
thought of removing the flag poles. This is
such a strong image!

Photographer: PAUL LOMBARD
Country: USA
f/ 4.0 1/ 500sec ISO100 | 50mm

BEFORE

I love springtime, with the blooms and greenery
abounding. As we shelter- in- place our backyard
provides my inspiration. I thought this shot
helps blend a positive message for the future
along with time...which ticks away as we wait
for the pandemic to wind down. I chose f4
because I wanted to have some blurring of
background to make for easier healing and
cloning with Lightroom. Positioned the sundial
to the right third to include the purple flowers
in the background. Distraction removal is rather
straightforward: Removed dirt patch at upper
left edge and mid right, blended out the patio
stone on the lower right edge, removed the bird
poop at the "X" on the dial, along with removal
of a small seed by the "W" in "with".

AFTER

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
I like the symbolism in your image. Your subject
is sharp against the blurred background, and I
love the strong shadow which emphasises the
message in this. Nicely cleaned up, Well done,

AFTER

Photographer: RHIANA BARRINGTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
Panasonic GH4
f/ 4 1/ 250sec ISO200 | 30mm

BEFORE
Feedback: RACHEL GILMOUR
Country: AUSTRALIA
Welcome to BootCamp, Rhiana! Your first
submission is awesome. Love the shallow
D0F and pastel colors. Image is sharp and
detailed. Well done.

This is my first time participating in BootCamp! I have
enjoyed myself immensely already. This photo was taken
in my garden during this isolation time. A Japanese
Anemone bulb that was planted about 5 years ago finally
flowered and I managed to capture a bee sitting on the
flower collecting pollen before all the petals fell off a few
days later. I used Lightroom to crop the image to remove
distracting leaves at the bottom and to focus closer on
the bee and flower. I then used Photoshop (the lasso tool
and clone stamp tool) to remove the remaining bright
green background leaves and leaf on the stem. I was
aiming to make the flowers and especially the bee the
focus of this photo.

Photographer: RUSS SPROUSE
Country: USA
I was asked by a friend if I could "fix" a photo
she had taken of a deer wandering near her
home. Here is her image as shot. I used Topaz
Sharpen AI to bring up the sharpness a bit,
then took it into Photoshop, cropped much of
the distracting surround, brightened up the
exposure, and then went in and used
content- aware clone stamp to get rid of some
of the distracting details, notably the bright
blue- green rope. I did a few other tweaks,
such as tonal adjustments and a slight
blurring of the distracting tree leaves in the
background, ending up with this.

AFTER

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA

BEFORE

Fantastic job you've done here Russ. The
before and after really show the amount of
work and skill involved in rescuing this
image. I Also like the way you have left space
on the right of the image for the deer to look
into. My suggestion here would be to the
de- sharpen the background a little more so
that the main point of interest (the deer)
pops more - probably the Topaz sharpening
has sharpened the foliage behind the deer
little too much. Very impressive work.

BEFORE

Photographer: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
f/ 16 1/ 80sec ISO100 | 240mm

This is a shot of an Icelandic horse from last
September. Both the camera (Sony A7ii) and
lens (24- 240 mm) have image stabilization.
The image was edited in Lightroom and PS
Elements, the latter for removing the wires.
There seems to be a slight halo effect around
parts of the horse, presumably because of the
contrast with the sky. This may have been
caused by turning the highlights down to - 50
in LR. Let me know if it is distracting.

AFTER

Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Real improvement to remove those wires as
you have now produced a beautiful silhouette
of the horse. I like the brooding, darker sky.

Photographer: TAMAR AHARONY
Country: USA

BEFORE
AFTER

I am stuck at home like most of you though I
usually work at home so the main change for
me is that I can't go out and shoot which is a
big bummer. I can't wait to be able to do that
again. However, I do appreciate the information
on how to get rid of distractions in Photoshop
as it is something that is not very effective in
Lightroom so has always been a problem for
me. Whenever I can I take distractions out of
the frame in the field but when I can't it gets
quite frustrating at home. Anyway, I am
attaching a picture that I spent a lot of time
with in the last few months trying to get rid of
the distractions and now I was finally able to
do it - using crop and mostly the lasso and fill
tools. it was very easy to use and I think it
really improves the picture. I am attaching both
versions - before and after the edit. it is
frustrating to be stuck inside but I guess we
need to do what we can. Please stay safe all of
you!

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
Tamar - A perfect image of what the Hwy.
should look like during Coronavirus! Good job
eliminating all of the distractions from an
otherwise very scenic drive. :)

Photographer: TESSA BLEWCHAMP
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
Canon 750D
f/ 5.6 1/ 320sec ISO100 | 55mm

This is a shot I took in September 2018 at an
open day at a local historic site. They had a
demonstration "battle" from the Sealed Knot
society, which re- enacts battles from the
English civil war. Although we had front row
seats, there was a rope in front of us that I
couldn't avoid in the shots (I couldn't stand up
because of people behind me! ). I cropped and
did some basic editing to improve the shot in
Lightroom and initially cropped to a portrait of
the soldier, removing all the distractions, but
for this challenge I revisited the broader shot
and removed the rope in Photoshop, using the
clone stamp tool. I debated whether to try to
remove the fence too, but left it in the end could try again if you think it would be worth it!

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Nice job with the clone stamp, Tessa. I like the
pop of colour. I think he needs a little more
room to gaze into. Maybe just removing the
white post (if a wider crop was what you
wanted to do), would be quicker and easier
than removing all of the fence.

BEFORE
AFTER
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